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Abstract
PLC programming students are often limited to simulated systems or soft PLCs, because the high price
of the hardware and the software licenses make it difficult for faculties to use real equipment for
teaching. This paper describes the design and building of a PLC controlled self-balancing robot with
CodeSys and Raspberry Pi as a low-cost demonstrator model that students can use as a base to interact
with a real system. A first prototype has been developed, which can be used in the future to get
students involved in beginner automation courses without having to build a system from scratch.
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Abbreviations
This list explains some of the abbreviations used in this report
PLC

Programmable Logic Controller: a microcontroller based computer used in
industrial environments to control electromechanical processes, such as transport
systems or assembly lines.

I2C

Inter-Integrated Circuit: a serial communication bus invented by Philips in 1982. It
allows to connect several peripherals to a master using only two wires.

GPIO

General Purpose Input/Output: a pin on an integrated circuit that can be set up
and controlled in run time. Usually used to connect digital inputs and outputs to a
microcontroller.

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission: an international organisation that
creates and publishes standards for all electrical, electronic and related
technologies.

PID

Proportional Integral Derivative: a controller used in many industrial systems and
processes.

SPI

Serial Peripheral Interface: short distance communication interface used normally
on embedded systems

GND

Ground: In an electrical system, it is defined as the point of references for voltages
to be measured.

UART

Universal Asynchronous Receiver / Transmitter: a hardware device that translates
characters or bytes in a computer to an asynchronous communication format.

SSH

Secure Shell: Cryptographic network protocol that ensures safe communication on
a client-server type of connection.

PWM

Pulse-Width Modulation: Modulation technique that can control servos using
electric pulses of different range.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Short presentation
This project is made by demand of the University of Skövde, by the School of Engineering Science. This
university was established in 1977, and achieved the status of university in 1983. Has around 11.000
students and 414 employees.
The School of Engineering Science has multiple projects ongoing with companies such as Astra Zeneca
and Microsoft, also being a VOLVO Preferred Research Partner, one out of five in the whole world.

1.2 Background
In the development of education at the University of Skövde, on studies like automation engineering,
there are several courses related to robotics and PLC. This courses are focused mostly on industrial
purposes. However the use of PLC and robots extends further than industrial environments. Creating
tools for students to test and practice their skill as well as putting their knowledge acquired on lectures
is sometimes necessary, to allow creativity and research on new environments to develop even
further.

1.3 Objective
A programmable logic controller (PLC) is a special form of microprocessor-based controller that uses a
programmable memory to store instructions and to implement functions such as logic, sequencing,
timing, counting and arithmetic in order to control machines and processes and are designed to be
operated by engineers or technicians with perhaps a limited knowledge of computers and computing
languages (Bolton 2006).
These type of controllers are frequently used on industrial applications due to their robust construction
and easy to program logic. PLCs were invented in the late 60s and have been in use ever since.
A Raspberry Pi is a single-board computer with the size of a credit card, invented in early 2012 in
England with the porpoise of making an affordable way of teaching the basics of computer science in
schools and developing countries. Far from it first intention, the chip has created a huge community
of people creating applications for it, one of them, to use it in conjunction with the open source PLC
programming software CoDeSyS as a small, cheap PLC.
The main objective of this project is to design a robot for future generations of students at the
University of Skövde to program, use it and make of it a learning tool, using simple functions, without
having to care about the complex behind the control (i.e. balance). A prototype of the robot will be
built with materials available at the university.
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1.4 Limitations
For the development of this project, the following limitations must be taken into account:


The programming should be done in PLC based code as much as possible.



Use Raspberry Pi compatible hardware.



As much hardware as possible must be recycled from existing robots in the university.

1.5 Method
As can be found on Swedish literature, according to (Holme et al. 1997) method is defined as a way to
sort out the problem, how to arrive to new knowledge. All methods are not equally viable, but
everything that helps achieving a set target can be considered a method.
The methodology used for this project follow the flowchart from Figure 1:

Figure 1: Project development flowchart

-

Literature review: In the first stage of the project, a research of the existing literature was
carried out in order to acquire the knowledge needed to get to end goal. Also, similar or related
projects were taken into account to get ideas that could be applied to this project.
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-

Brainstorm: Parallel to the scientific research, brainstorming was done to come up with
different robot models and their pros and cons. Finally, the self-balancing robot was chosen.

-

Choose hardware: after coming up with the idea of the self-balancing robot, the next step was
to choose the hardware based on the studied literature, price, availability of the components
and compatibility with Raspberry Pi.

-

Design control: once the idea and the hardware were established, a control strategy was
designed to get a stable self-balancing robot. MATLAB Simulink was used to simulate the
system and tune the controls before implementing them in the real model.

-

Build and implement: this phase was repeated several times as a part of an iterative improving
process. In this phase, new features were implemented in the robot, both in hardware and
software. The first time, the basic robot was assembled and programmed so that it could be
stable by itself.

-

Debugging: after each feature was implemented, it was debugged. Unexpected behaviour and
errors were searched and corrected.

-

Add new function: after each feature was implemented, ideas for new improvements were
checked. If they were considered useful and viable, they were implemented in the build and
implement phase.

1.6 Sustainable development
In 1981 the concept of sustainable development was introduced by Lester Brown, an American
environmental scientist and author. The international spread occurred in 1987 when the World
Commission on Environment and development (Butlin 1989) launched the concept in the report “Our
Common Future”. The definition is taken from the Brundtland Commission: “Sustainable development
is the development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to satisfy their own needs” (Butlin 1989). The report describes the sustainable social
development in parallel with economic growth is not possible to achieve if natural resources are
overused and or destroyed. Ecological, social and economic sustainability are the three dimensions
that must interact to achieve sustainable development.
Economic sustainability is about resources must first be produced and then consumed. That which
enables the production is natural resources, capital and labour, but that alone is not enough
production. There is a large economic sustainability factor in trade that opens up for mass production
of specialized products or services, in which some countries are more competitive than others. The
competitive country can then buy into other countries’ products or services they have not been able
to produce. While economic sustainability contributes to prosperity, it can cause problems for social
sustainability around health, safety and overall wellness collectively and individually. It is important to
find a balance between economic and social sustainability, alongside environmental sustainability.
Ecological sustainability is about the exploit of nature. Nature provides us with the right climate,
natural resources, recycling of waste is an example that man must do to preserve nature.
3

The engineer has a key role to achieve sustainable development, because many solutions are in
technology. 2050, is often looked into the future as a target year for the sustainable society when many
problems are trying to get solved nowadays. In order to achieve this, environmentally conscious
engineers are needed to achieve sustainable solutions to the problems.
In order to apply this concept on the project, the prototype robot will be build using as much recycled
materials from other projects that are laying around on the university engineering labs.
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2 Frame of reference
2.1 Use of soft PLC and CoDeSyS
CoDeSyS is a software created by 3S-Smart Software Solutions GmBH for hardware-independent IEC
61131-3 automation and engineering controller applications. CoDeSyS allows the creation of the robot
in this project in a professional and inexpensive way.
The IEC 61131-3 is part of an international standard that specifies syntax and semantic of five
programming languages for PLCs: Instruction List, Structured Text (ST), Funtion Block Diagram, Ladder
Diagram and Sequential Function Chart. It also defines data types and elements to modularize
programs using program organization units (POUs). (International Electrotechnical Commision 2013)
Commonly, industrial PLC is used for robot system. These PLC is high-priced and lacks the
openness/extensibility (this means, Common industrial PLC software can’t be managed freely for robot
control program developer). (Chu et al. 2015) Found proof of the use of this tool and its real-time
system to be sufficient for a Robot PLC with the help of a soft PLC.
A soft PLC is a software-simulated PLC (McMillan K. & Considine M. 1999). The software in use can run
on multiples devices, not only on full on computers, as shown on the study (Obster et al. 2014), in
which they prove positive to run programs on RTAndroid systems based tablets. In the case of this
project, Codesys already has integrated an extension for the use of the Raspberry Pi as a soft PLC,
making it perfect for the development of small mobile projects that require low weight and energy
efficiency.

2.2 Raspberry Pi
Raspberry Pi is a Single Board Computer (SBC) produced by the Raspberry Pi Foundation, an
educational charity based in the UK, therefore, it was created with the education community in mind
(Raspberry Pi Foundation n.d.). Because of its low price and its ease of use, the Raspberry Pi has
become very popular among the electronics hobbyist and maker community.
The high popularity of this board has led to it being used in a great amount of projects, as well as
documentation ranging from beginner level to advanced topics, which makes the board suitable for
students who want to learn the basics of programming and electronics, as well as for advanced users
who make complex projects around it (Severance 2013).
However, the use of Raspberry Pi has not been limited to hobbyists: the academic and research
community has also benefit from the low-cost computing platform that Raspberry Pi puts at their
grasp. For example, (Sandeep et al. 2015) used a Raspberry Pi to create domestic automation system
with remote accessibility using electromagnetic relays and an Embedded Web Server (EWS). (Jain &
Hcl 2014) proposed a similar system but controlled with e-mail.
Raspberry Pi is also a platform used for research in computer sciences, for example to create scale
distributed systems, as presented by (Tso et al. 2013).
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2.3 I2C
Inter-Integrated Circuit, usually pronounced I-squared-C, is a serial communication bus invented by
Philips Semiconductor. It supports multi-master and multi-slave modes and it is usually employed to
connect peripherals to microcontrollers. I2C uses only two lines for communication between devices:
Serial Data Line (SDA) and Serial Clock Line (SCL), and each device can be addressed by software using
a single address. At all times, there is a master/slave relation where masters can act as transmitters or
receivers. In its last standard, I2C supports four communication modes with different speeds:
MODE

SPEED

Standard

100 Kbit/s

Fast

400 Kbit/s

Fast plus

1 Mbit/s

High-speed

3.4 Mbit/s
Table 1: I2C modes and speed

I2C allows multiple slaves to be connected to the same master using the same two lines, so different
devices can be wired in parallel as shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2: Sample I2C schematic with one master and three slaves (Cburnett Wikimedia 2006)

Rp is a pull-up resistor. It is placed in order to prevent the lines voltage from floating: if no device is
pulling the line down to ground, the voltage at SDA or SCL will be Vdd (NXP Semiconductors 2014). The
value of this resistor varies with the number of devices connected, speed mode and other factors,
however, many I2C capable boards, such as the Raspberry Pi, have built-in resistors that suit most of
the applications.
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2.4 PID Controller
In Control Theory, a PID controller is a feedback based control loop used in industrial systems. It is used
in more than half the industrial controllers in use nowadays, which has led to the development of a
variety of systems to adjust the tuning of the control parameters (Ogata 1970). One main advantage
of this type of controllers is that they can be applied in many different systems, which makes them
very versatile, especially when a mathematical model of the system to be controlled cannot be known.

(1)

Figure 3: Diagram of a PID-controlled system (Ogata 1970).

A PID controller works by calculating the error between the output of the plant and a given set point.
With this error, an output is calculated based on equation ( 1 ). This output is then given as input to
the controlled system as shown in Figure 3.
Equation ( 1 ) can be divided in three parts, which are the three actions of the PID controller:
-

-

-

Proportional: the actual error is multiplied by a gain of Kp, which means that the bigger the
error, the bigger the output. This action defines the response speed of the controller: ideally,
this constant should be as large as possible in order to get a perfect response. However,
increasing the gain too much can cause oscillation and overshooting in output values.
Integral: the error is integrated over time and multiplied by Ti, making it possible to correct
the constant error that the proportional part can have. The integral action allows to eliminate
the steady-state error, as it will increase its output over time when a constant deviation
happens. In digital controllers, the integration is often approximated as the sum of errors in
each time step. This approach can cause the errors introduced by sensors or noise to
accumulate, which can distort the output if the gain is set too high.
Derivative: the error is derived with respect to time in order to get the error change rate, and
is then multiplied by Td. This way, the controller can predict future error based on the way the
actual error is changing. The derivative action is sensitive to noise, which could cause spikes in
the output if not filtered correctly.
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3 Literature Review
3.1 Why use a Raspberry Pi in robotics?
Raspberry Pi includes, at least, 8 General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) ports, as well as standard
communication systems, such as UART, I2C and SPI. +5V, +3.3V and GND references are also available
on the system. Depending on the version, more ports can be found.
This combination of I/O, together with the relatively high processing power of the system, allows the
board to control complex systems, such as robots, in an easy way. Thanks to the Linux operating
system, many programming languages can be used, including Python, C/C++, Java, Ruby and more.
This allows to implement powerful control systems, such as computer vision based systems, while
keeping low-level access to the GPIO pins, which can be used to read digital information from sensors,
or to control lights or motors.
Another factor to consider is the amount of expansion boards available for the Raspberry Pi. Given its
popularity, many boards have been developed that allow to interface the Pi with very different
systems. For example, boards that allow to control several motors, screens, as well as a vast variety of
sensors that can be used to control robots are available from different vendors.
There are different examples of robots that use Raspberry Pi: (Krinkin et al. 2015) developed an omniwheel robot for location and mapping purposes, while (Karthikeyan et al. 2015) implemented a wallclimbing robot. More projects can be found in the maker community, such as the self-balancing robot
developed by (Bień 2016).

3.2 Why use robots in education?
According to (Yong-de et al. 2013), the use of robots in college education has three advantages: it
stimulates the students’ interest in science and technology, it enhances students’ science and
technology innovation consciousness and cultivates students’ innovation ability.
The authors propose three types of robots to use depending on the learning stage of the student:
simple wheeled robots for the basic stage, biped and quadruped robots for the intermediate stage and
humanoid and hexapod robots for the advanced stage.
Finally, the authors conclude that robots can be used to motivate the students and increase their ability
to innovate, as well as providing a rich and flexible platform for learning and for future improvement.
(McLurkin et al. 2013) developed a low-cost advanced robot which could be used in multi-robot
configurations. This allowed students to have their own robot during the semester while working on
another topics outside of the classroom. The authors also proposed a new curriculum which takes
advantage of the multi-robot modes and helps students learn in a problem-oriented way. This system
was introduced in three subjects and student assessments show greater understanding of the science
and technology fields, as well as a rise on the average grade of the classes.

3.3 Sensors
In the context of electronics, sensors are devices that translate physical or chemical magnitudes into
electrical variables, such as voltage, current, resistance, capacity and others. Getting information from
the real world allows a system to react to changes in the environment and to work in varying
conditions.
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3.3.1 Gyroscope and accelerometer: MPU6050
The MPU6050 is a chip by InvenSense that combines a three-axis gyroscope and a three-axis
accelerometer, along with a Digital Motion Processor (DMP). It accepts external compass information
via an I2C bus in order to provide a nine-axis MotionFusion output (InvenSense 2013). This chip
includes three 16 bit ADC converters for the gyroscope, as well as another three for the accelerometer.
Full-scale range is user programmable for both devices, allowing to track different kinds of movement.
Communication with external devices can be done via an I2C connection working at 400 kHz, and a
1024 byte FIFO buffer allows the system processor to read data in bursts and turn to a low power mode
between reads.
TM

(Fei et al. 2014) used the MPU6050 to build a Body Sensor Network (BSN) to capture body motion and
other physiological parameters. This could have applications in the medical area, rehabilitation,
entertainment and virtual reality. The main advantages of using this chip are its low cost, as well as the
wearability and mobility that it provides.
Another application of this sensor is the water pipeline monitoring system implemented by (Fallis
2013). The MPU6050 was connected to a ZigBee in order to get wireless data transmission to allow
remote analysis of the data. The authors propose a monitoring system based on this architecture in
order to detect leakage depending on pipe vibration.
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4 Design and theoretical description of the system
After following the method described on the introduction, research and brainstorming for ideas was
done. It was decided to make a self-balancing robot as a starting point. The design sketch can be seen
in Figure 4:

Figure 4: Conceptual design

The following hardware was used, based on what was available at the moment in the university:







Raspberry Pi 2.
Adafruit 16-Channel PWM / Servo HAT for Raspberry Pi.
MPU6050 for Gyro + accelerometer sensor.
DC brushed motors with H-bridge to control speed and rotation.
RC wheels.
12V Lead Acid batteries.
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The electronics are assembled using the diagram shown in Figure 5:

Figure 5: Electronics assembly diagram

The whole system is powered by 12V batteries. The motors draw current directly from there, while a
5V regulator is used to provide power to the control circuits.
The Raspberry Pi works as the I2C master and shares the SDA and SCL buses with the MPU6050 and
the Adafruit PWM controller.
The PWM signal is fed to the H bridges, which control the speed and direction of rotation of the motors.

4.1 Physical model
In order to simplify the physical modelling, the robot can be thought of as an inverted pendulum. This
kind of system has been thoroughly studied in the control systems field and can be extrapolated to the
self-balancing robot.
The inverted pendulum consists of a free-running pendulum attached to a moving cart. This cart is
controlled by a motor and its main function is to apply forces to the pendulum. In this case, the vertical
body of the robot is the pendulum, and the motors and wheels are the kart. When considering the
pendulum apart from the cart, this has two equilibrium points on the vertical axis: a stable point down
and an unstable point up.
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The structure of the inverted pendulum is shown in Figure 6:

Figure 6: Inverted pendulum and cart system (Beltrán Alonso 2011)

Where the variables are:
M

Mass of the cart.

m

Mass of the pendulum.

I

Inertia of the pendulum.

F

Traction force of the wheels.

ϴ

Relative angular position with respect to the vertical axis.

l

Length of the pendulum.

In order to relate the self-balancing robot prototype to this model, some assumptions have been made:
The whole mass of the pendulum is supposed to be concentrated on the centre of gravity and the mass
of the rod is supposed to be negligible and the centre of gravity can be located on the top side of the
robot, as the batteries, which make up most of the mass, are located there. This simplifies calculations
and helps determine the inertia of the pendulum. Exact calculation of these parameters is out of the
scope of this work.
Aside from that, mass of the cart has been calculated as the mass of the motors and the wheels
summed.
Finally, friction is supposed to be negligible due to the wheels.
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4.1.1 Analytic model
The inverted pendulum system has been thoroughly studied in the physics and control systems
literature. Developing the cinematic and dynamic equations of the inverted pendulum, the vertical
inclination angle can be calculated. Given that the main objective of this work is not to make the
mechanical analysis of the system, the equations proposed by (Beltrán Alonso 2011) have been studied
and used:

(2)
(3)

Where x is the linear position of the cart and θ is the deviation from the vertical balance
point.

4.1.2 Applied model and limitations
When applying the analytic equations to the real system, some limitations must be taken into account.
The main one is that equation ( 2 ) assumes a constant F. However, the motor cannot generate force
indefinitely, as it will achieve the maximum speed limit. The rotation of the motor will be converted to
linear movement using the wheels. Assuming a linear acceleration, the following applies:

(4)

(5)

Where Vfin and Vini are the final and initial speeds, and tr is the reaction time of the motor.
This means that when the motor is running at a certain speed, the amount of force it can do is limited
by its own actual speed and the reaction speed. Because of this, F is not constant, it can be defined as
a piecewise function ( 5 ) where tr is the reaction time and tp is the duration of the pulse, or the amount
of time the motor is running.

(5)
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In practice, this limits the maximum angle that the robot can correct, as the work that can be done is
limited by those factors. A numerical solution was found, using the following parameters:
M

100 g

m

8 kg

I

2 kg·m2

F

35 N

l

0,5 m

With this, a maximum recoverable angle was estimated using an iterative process. This angle lies
around 4⁰ of deviation with respect to the perpendicular of the wheel axis, as the system is able to
recover from 3⁰, crossing the 0⁰ line, but when the initial angle is 4⁰, it does not achieve 0⁰. This can
be seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8:

Figure 7: Angle vs time. Initial angle: 3⁰
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Figure 8: Angle vs time. Initial angle: 4⁰

The numerical method also allows the study of the effect that different variables have on the system.
In this case, the length of the pendulum and its mass have been studied.
Regarding the length, when increasing the distance of the pendulum from 0.5 m to 5 m, the system
has a slower reaction. Figure 9 shows the response with the same parameters as in Figure 8, except
for the greater length:

Figure 9: Angle vs time when length of the pendulum is 5 m
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The peak is displaced from 12 seconds to 40 seconds.
When the mass is reduced from 8 kg to 1 kg, the reaction time of the system is faster and the
recoverable angle is greater. Figure 10 shows the behavior of the system with the same parameters
used in Figure 8, but with less mass.

Figure 10: Angle vs time when mass is 1kg

The 0⁰ line is passed much faster, and the angle that before was the limit is now recoverable.
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5 Theoretical Implementation

Figure 11: Software context diagram

The software implementation consists of two main systems: the control system and the remote
control. As can be seen in Figure 11, control system takes data from the MPU6050 accelerometer and
gyroscope and sends the needed PWM duty cycle to the Adafruit PWM board. The remote control is
responsible of taking input from the user and showing them information about the current status of
the robot. Both systems are interconnected so that the remote control can send and receive
information from the control system and change its behaviour according to demand.

Figure 12: Control diagram

Figure 12 shows two cascaded PIDs. The inner loop is a fast loop that controls the balancing of the
robot and prevents it from falling. The input reference is created by the speed controller that is working
on the outside loop, which controls the speed of the robot and has a slower response, as the speed
response doesn’t need to be so fast.
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Figure 13: Control software flowchart

The software implementation of the control system consists of a simple sequence, which is repeated
continuously taking advantage of the cyclic nature of the PLC.
First, the sensor values are read and stored in memory. Before being used, the signals are scaled and
conditioned in order to get reliable data, through the use of a complementary filter that is explained
on the following chapter.
The next step is to calculate the error between the input values and the set point, which are then taken
by the first PID controller in order to produce an output signal. This signal is then passed to the second
controller, which produces the final output reference that will be sent to the motors.
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Finally, the calculated motor speed and direction are applied, which makes the robot move and
compensate the error, maintaining its balance. The reference of each motor is independent, which
allows the robot to turn freely: the balance is only affected by the average speed, so one motor can
turn faster than the other and rotate the robot while maintaining the balance.

Figure 14: Control system information flow

In order to do this, an amount is added to one of the motors and subtracted to the other, making the
robot turn while the average speed remains the same. This values are sent to each motor output as
shown in Figure 14.

5.1 Use of a complementary filter
In order to implement the previous control, the most important input is the angle of the robot. To
obtain it accurately, it is needed to mix the readings of both the gyroscope and the accelerometer with
the help of a complementary filter. This has to be done because of the way both of the sensors work.
A static accelerometer gives the force of gravity in 3 axis. It is really easy to obtain the angle in which
is positioning, the arctangent of 2 of the axis gives you that. The problem is that this is valid only for a
static system, because when the accelerometer is moving, it will also read accelerations of the
movements.
A gyroscope gives the angular velocities in º/s on the 3 rotating axels. In order to obtain the angle the
velocity has to be integrated to obtain the position. This is very precise way of measuring the angle on
a moving system, but when static or at really low speed, it generates errors that make the 0º drift
away.
A complementary filter works in the following way, a proportion of the 2 measures of angles is chosen
for the final angle, and you use that final angle on the next cycle to add it up to the integration of the
gyroscope angle. A diagram of the filter work can be seen on Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Diagram of the complementary filter

Usual values of W in this type of filters are around 0.02. This means that the weight of the
accelerometer on a moving system is really low, just enough to make the angle value not drift away on
the 0º reference.
This filter also works in the sense that, if the system becomes static, because of the readings of the
gyro being 0, the angle value of the accelerometer, that is totally exact on a static system, starts gaining
weight on the proportion cycle after cycle, until the system starts moving again.
To grab a better understanding, Figure 16 displays a graph of the filtered angle and the accelerometer
angle running live on CoDeSys with the help of the visualization tool. Figure 16 is a representation
when moving the robot around manually, being the blue line the accelerometer noisy angle reading
and the brown line the filtered total angle. The gyroscope angle is so close on moving scenarios that is
not even possible to distinguish from the complementary filtered angle.
Figure 17 shows the same graph, but with the robot balancing on itself, where vibrations introduce
even more noise on the accelerometer readings, and the complementary filter takes them all out. It
can be seen that the balanced angle is not 0 because of weight offset on the angle of the robot, but
the calculated angle is precise enough angle measure for the control system.
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Figure 16: Comparison of the angle measured by the accelerometer and the complementary filter moving the robot by hand.

Figure 17: Comparison of the angle measured by the accelerometer and the complementary filter while the robot stabilises
itself.
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6 Implementation process
This section aims to serve as a reference for future replication and improvement of the prototype.
The first step of the implementation process was to get the needed materials. Even though most of
the components were recycled or salvaged from previous projects, some parts were missing. The
electronic systems, such as the MPU6050 gyroscope and the Adafruit PWM board were purchased
online, whereas other mechanical components, such as the wheels, were purchased in a local store.
Once the hardware was ordered, the structure was designed. For this, two threaded steel rods, one
meter long each, and three methacrylate boards were acquired. The rods were cut in half, and the
boards were cut to a 30x24 cm size. This work was done on the University of Skövde workshop lab.
Finally, the whole structure was put together tightening the boards with nuts on the threaded rods. U
shape holders for the motors were acquired too.
The motors used for moving the robot need 12 volts, but the electronic boards require a 5 volt supply.
In order to get the needed voltage for each part, a power distribution board was made (Figure 18),
based on a car cigar lighter to USB adapter, disassembling it and soldering it to the board with multiple
connectors. One input for the 12 volts power source, 2 sockets for 5v outputs and 2 sockets for 12
volts outputs, apart from the USB outputs that can be used to power the Raspberry Pi.

Figure 18: Power distribution board

Batteries are needed to power everything. Different options were considered and, finally, after
checking local stores and online sites, 12 volt lead acid batteries were chosen, recycling them from
other projects.
Once all the materials were available, which did not happen until mid-April because of some electronic
components had to come from China, provisional mounting was made, so that the software could be
tested.
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To program the software, the first step was understanding the libraries used to control the peripherals,
such as the Adafruit PWM board (range, duty, etc.) and the MPU6050 gyroscope and accelerometer
(raw value, calibration, etc.). Even if the Raspberry Pi add-on for Codesys included libraries for all the
required peripherals, no documentation was available for them. Because of this, the libraries had to
be analysed directly in order to understand the different functionalities included, which required a
long time.
With this knowledge, the control system was programmed. The values from the sensors are read,
filtered and smoothed, and processed by a PID controller, which gives the required motor speed in
order to balance the robot. The signal created by the PID is altered in order to move
forwards/backwards and to turn to the sides.
After having the control system, the definitive robot was mounted. Velcro was used to attach the
boards and batteries to the methacrylate. This gives the possibility to add or remove components
easily, which can be an advantage, as the robot will be used by students in class.
With the final system in place, the control parameters were tuned in order to get a good response.
When doing this, it was realised that the motors recycled from previous projects were not fast enough
to stabilise the robot. Because of this, new motors were purchased.
While making the changes for the new motors, it was realized that the H-bridge control boards were
burned in some places. This happened due to the fact that the MOSFET transistors on them operate at
high temperatures and from intensive use they degrade the cooper that builds the lines. University
expert and creator of the previous boards Stefan Ericson was contacted in order to get the schematics
for the H bridges (see Appendix II: H-Bridge schematics ). Components from the university electronics
lab were fetched and a new board was made from scratch, as shown in Figure 19:

Figure 19: Dual H bridge board
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Implementing the theoretical control of angle and speed was the next step, finding a fine tune was a
difficult process due to the size and weight of the robot, topic that would be discussed in more depth
in the result section.

6.1 Sensors implementation with CoDeSys
This section is included in order to clarify how the sensors have been connected to the Raspberry Pi
and how the data acquisition has been done through CoDeSys.

6.1.1 I2C Interface

Figure 20: Adafruit PWM board for Raspberry Pi

The Adafruit I2C PWM hat for Raspberry Pi shown in Figure 20 allows the motors to be controlled
precisely from the board. To be able to use it on CoDeSys, first it has to be enable on the Raspberry Pi,
this can be done via SSH connection typing the following command:
Sudo raspi-config
And using the arrows to navigate through the menu that opens, selecting Advanced Options -> I2C ->
Enable. Once it is enabled to be use, in CoDeSys we can add a device on the I2C tab, adding an I2C
_Master controller. This will be used to add the PWM controller and the MPU controller as shown in
Figure 21.
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Figure 21: I2C devices in Codesys

6.1.2 Adafruit PWM
To be able to use the Pulse with modulation, once the device is added on CoDeSys as a I2C slave like
shown on Figure 21, it is needed to define some parameters, first off the direction for connection
and the frequency the device will work at, this will change the rate at which the data is sent. Figure
22 is an example of configuration for 200Hz Frequency. The direction is always 16#40 as shown.

Figure 22: Adafruit PWM configuration

Next up, is to activate the outputs/inputs ports on the GPIOs tab. In the case of working, 4 ports are
used to control the direction of rotation of the motors and so those ports are activated as outputs
(Figure 23). Also on the mapping a variable has to be assigned to the outputs in order to call them later
from the program, in this case, it is called DigitalOut (Figure 24)
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Figure 23: GPIO configuration

Figure 24: GPIO Mapping

The functions used can be checked on the code in Appendix III.

6.1.3 MPU6050
It has to be configured as an I2C slave as the Adafruit and the direction has to be 16#68 (Figure 25)

Figure 25: Configuration of the MPU6050 in Codesys

The functions used to fetch the measures for the 3 measures of the Accelerometer and the 3 of the
gyro are:
AcceX:= Gyro_MPU6050.lrAX;
AcceY:= Gyro_MPU6050.lrAY;
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AcceZ:= Gyro_MPU6050.lrAZ;
GyroX:= Gyro_MPU6050.lrGX;
GyroY:= Gyro_MPU6050.lrGY;
GyroZ:= Gyro_MPU6050.lrGZ;
For more information on the functions, check Appendix III for the code, or CoDeSys libraries to see
what the functions do to fetch the parameters from the raw values of the sensors.

6.2 Implementation problems encountered
This section is in the report with the idea that, in case someone wants to replicate the work done, they
can get a better understanding of the process done, implement new functionalities for the robot or
simply learn from the mistakes done, a better idea of what can be done and what solutions have been
taken is reflected on the paper.
A list of problems and solutions taken is presented next.












The structure of the robot is not totally straight. This is caused because of the torques that the
nuts apply to the threaded rods are all in the same direction, so they tend to twist over the
vertical axis. It is been decided that since it is a balancing robot no solution should be taken
and the control algorithm would take care of it.
Recycled H-bridges were designed for Arduino control with 5V logic instead of the 3.3V logic
Raspberry Pi uses. In order to solve it after looking at how the university made H-bridges were
built, input resistor was unsoldered and changed for a cable to fix the board.
MPU6050 reading values were clearly wrong when first connected. Due to the lack of
possibility to read the raw values from CoDeSys, it was not clear how to handle to problem.
After much testing the sensor with and arduino device and several phyton programs on linux,
for a couple of days, the problem was solved when the sensor was left mounted on the robot
on a vertical position for a couple of hours on a lunch break, so the conclusion was made that
it has to have some kind of calibration program that takes a while to run with the sensor being
stationary.
On the process of making a fine control of the balancing, it was realized that the recycled
motors for older projects were not fast enough due to having a gearbox ratio of 125:1.
Ordering new gearboxes for this motors was not an option so the decision was made to buy
new ones from another brand, with a similar amount of torque but only a 30:1 gear ratio.
Once the new motors arrived, not having a standardized method of measuring the diameter
of the D shaped final shaft on different brands, made the old adaptors and wheels useless on
the new motors. After trying to fix a solution, the decision was taken to order new wheels and
adaptors.
When mounting the new motors, there was a major mistake done. The metal case that covers
the gearbox seemed strong but it could not hold the pressure done by the mounting U that
attach them to the structure. This bent the casing making the gearbox get blocked. This
mistake was further developed into the motors trying to consume stall current when plugged
in because the mistake was not visible and no one realized it. Stall current for the new motors
is rated at 5A what was not supported by the H-bridge MOSFETs, burning 2 of them. The
MOSFETs were replaced and the motors detached to see what was wrong. The gearboxes
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where disassembled, the case straightened up and fixed and everything was put together
again.
CoDeSys control for Rapsberry Pi is not really refined and sometimes has crashed. It happens
when it does not recognize the Raspberry Pi from CoDeSys but you can make ping to it and
connect via SSH like normal. The only solution founded was to reinstall Raspbian OS on the
MicroSD Card, every time it happened. To avoid this issue, the Raspberry Pi must be shutdown
via SSH before cutting off the power supply on the robot.
Raspberry Pi has a hard time using internet access at the university. Since the Ethernet network
is based for university computers, and the Wi-Fi network eduroam is highly encrypted, it is
hard to use internet to download drivers or programs such the ones needed for using the
Adafruit I2C board or remote desktop. Due to having to reinstall the Raspbian OS every time
it failed, this has been a task consuming task, to either go back to home to do it or using
tethering to use some smartphone as an access point.
The MPU was attached in such way that the useful axis were the X from the accelerometer,
and the Y from the gyroscope. It seems like in our particular unit those axis were
malfunctioning since the readings had noise the whole time. It delayed the robot a lot since
the failure was really hard to figure out. In the end, the MPU was rotated 90º so that the axis
being used were the Y from the accelerometer and the X from the gyroscope.
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7 Results
In this project, a self-balancing robot prototype has been designed and built using mostly recycled
materials. At this stage, the robot is able to stabilise without falling.
The digital control system has been developed using Codesys in a Raspberry Pi and has been tested
successfully, with the robot being able to balance itself. A remote visual interface has been added in
Codesys, which provides information and allows basic interaction with the robot
With the actual configuration, the robot is able to recover its position when the deviation is smaller
than three degrees.

8 Results discussion
In this work, the core of the self-balancing robot has been developed. This serves as the base for a
definitive robot that students could use to learn PLC programming. However, it still has some
limitations that have to be approached in the future in order to make it a readily usable system.
As the angle that the robot can correct is limited by the materials, due to the motors being slow and
the robot being heavy and long, it becomes very difficult to stabilise the robot in any angle other than
0 degrees. In practice, this means that no speed control can be applied in the actual prototype. Speed
control works by changing the angle setpoint of the balancing PID so that the system will achieve the
desired velocity. However, this cannot be implemented if the balancing PID does not have enough
margin to stabilise at any angle.
Another limitation for use in a teaching environment is the lack of more sensors which can give more
functionality and give more ways for it to be programmed. This would allow deeper learning of the PLC
programming, as the students could create more complex programs to run the robot.

9 Conclusions and future work
The main conclusion of this work is that a self-balancing robot using as much recycled material as
possible can be made. This prototype is the first approach and aims to serve as a base for future work.
What has been done is just the beginning of what could be a future education platform that could help
students to get real experience with PLC programming. For that, more work has to be done in order to
get a fully functional robot which can be easily used.
As mentioned in the Physical model, it has been found that the force that the motors can do is limited
by their maximum speed. Because of this, using faster motors is recommended for future prototypes.
When motors are making force continuously, they will eventually reach their maximum speed, which
will make them unable to lift the robot. Higher maximum speed motors, however, would still have
margin to accelerate even if they were running at the same speed as the slow motors, making them
able to recover bigger deviations.
Another recommendation is to keep the mass of the robot as low as possible. Lower mass has been
found to decrease response time and increase the recoverable angle. Another possibility is to maintain
the same response time and angle but using a smaller force. This would reduce energy consumption,
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improving battery life and causing less stress to the motors. If the reduction is significant, even smaller,
cheaper motors might be considered.
Given that the batteries make up a significant amount of the total weight, replacing the actual leadacid batteries by lighter Lithium Polymer batteries could have a notable impact. The location of the
batteries can also be changed: putting them below the first base, they would effectively become a
pendulum and compensate the inverted pendulum formed by the body of the robot.
Several sensors could be added to the robot in order to have more information about the environment
and allow students to create more complex systems:
For example, ultrasonic sensors can be used to detect and avoid obstacles. This sensors are easy to
implement and can be easily used by students to increase the autonomy of the robot. Adding a camera
compatible with Raspberry Pi would allow advanced students to make projects in the area of computer
vision and object recognition.
Finally, more improvements can be done in order to make the robot easier to use in class and more
appealing to students. One possible add on would be a touch screen showing a control interface,
allowing some actions such as switching between manual and autonomous modes. This interface could
also be accessed via Wi-Fi by any computer or smartphone, making it effectively a remote control.
All the improvements mentioned above are doable with Codesys and require relatively inexpensive
hardware. Many of them have been explored by the authors but not incorporated in the actual
prototype due to lack of time.
To summarize all said, the following is a to-do list for someone who wants to continue improving this
project:








The force is limited by the motors maximum speed, use as fast as possible motors always taking
into account the torque and the reducing factor of a fast gearbox, also, if possible, use motors
with encoders to have readouts of the speed for a better and finer control loop.
The other main limiting factor is the weight, try to make it as light as possible, it is a conclusion
of this work that a total weight of 2 to 3 kg is optimum for this type of robot. This can be
achieved by reducing materials weight and introducing light Li-Po batteries.
Once the motors and the hardware has been chosen, make the prototype have as high of a
centre of gravity as possible, by putting all heavy parts of the hardware as high as possible, this
will help increasing the response time to disturbances, making the robot much more stable
and easy to control.
Instructions on the code are on this report, and the code itself is on the appendix III. For further
help the authors can be contacted on abelbermudez@gmail.com

We believe that a future robot built taking into account the findings and recommendations from this
work would serve as an educational platform which could be used to teach PLC programming and
automation. The cost of the whole system would remain around 200€, which is way cheaper than any
system using a real PLC, almost by an order of magnitude when compared to some typical models used
in universities, such as Siemens S7 systems.
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Appendix I: Development of the physical model of the robot
This development is based on the more detailed work of (Beltrán Alonso 2011).
As stated before in the 4.1.1 Analytic model, this is the schematic of the inverted pendulum.

Figure 26: Inverted pendulum and cart system (Beltrán Alonso 2011)

Where the variables are:
M

Mass of the cart.

m

Mass of the pendulum.

I

Inertia of the pendulum.

F

Traction force of the wheels.

ϴ

Relative angular position with respect to the vertical axis.
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The system is divided in two parts in order to ease its analysis:

Figure 27: Free-body diagrams of the system (Beltrán Alonso 2011)

The sum of forces in the horizontal direction of the cart gives the following equation:
(6)
On the other hand, the sum of forces in the horizontal direction for the pendulum gives an equation
for N:
(7)

Substituting this in ( 6 ), the first movement equation of the system is obtained:
(8)
In order to get the second equation, it is necessary to sum the forces that are perpendicular to the
pendulum, getting this expression:
(9)

In order to get rid of the terms P and N in ( 9 ), the moments are added over the centroid of the
pendulum to get ( 10 ). Finally, combining this with ( 8 ), the second dynamic equation ( 11 ) is achieved.
( 10 )
( 11 )
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In a nutshell, the behaviour of the system is defined by the equations ( 8 ) and ( 11 ), forming the
following system:
( 12 )
( 13 )
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Appendix II: H-Bridge schematics

Figure 28: H-Bridge schematics (Author: Stefan Ericson, University of Skövde)
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Appendix III: Program Code.

Figure 29: Code to calculate angle values
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Figure 30: Balance PID block

Figure 31: Speed Filter
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Figure 32: Speed PID block
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Figure 33: Main routine
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